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Short description
IPRs are traditionally territorial rights which are granted and registered by national
authorities and are limited in scope to the territory of that specific country. Regional
agreements try to expand this to a more international level. There are agreements in place
which facilitate the administrative process of applying for and granting an IPR, whereby the
rights themselves remain national with substantive provisions to some extent. An example is
the European Patent Convention. Other agreements have created a single and unitary
international right which enjoys protection in more than one country (like the Eurasian
Patent, Convention, ARIPO; OAPI and the Andean Pact).
Other regional agreements are not specifically targeted at IP but nevertheless contain
chapters which regulate IP to some extent. This may be the case in free trade agreements
(e.g. NAFTA or CAFTA) or in other multinational agreements. The decision 486 of the
Commission of the Andean Community is one example.
In this session the speakers will present different models of how regional agreements for the
protection of IP can be set up and how they function. Advantages and disadvantages will
be discussed. The presentations will also offer proposals for future systems to be set up in
other regions where no such regimes are in place yet or where other forms of collaboration
are practiced.
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Aleksey Zalesov is head of litigation practice and partner with Sojuzpatent Ltd. (Moscow,
Russia). Dr. Zalesov is practicing IP law since 1993.
Dr. Zalesov holds Master’s degree in physics from the Moscow Physics Engineering Institute and
Master of law degree from the Moscow Academy of Law and Ph.D. (Law) degree from the Russian
Institute of Intellectual Property. Dr.Zalesov is registered as Russian patent and trademark attorney
and the Eurasian patent attorney. Dr.Zalesov is the permanent arbiter of the Commercial Arbitration
Institution with the Russian Chamber of Commerce and Industry.
The practice IP litigation experience of Dr. Zalesov is demonstrated in more than 150 patent and
trademark litigation cases with the courts and administrative bodies of the Russian Federation.
Dr.Zalesov managed to make some precedent cases in the Russian IP litigation practice (first
successful trademark enforcement in Internet with damages recovering, first successful database
copyright enforcement with large damages recovering, first pharmaceutical patent enforcement with
large damage compensation, first successful moral harm recovering in patent infringement case, first
successful appellation of origin of goods enforcement, etc.).

The personal strongest area of Dr. Zalesov is the patent litigation but he also supervises trademark
infringement and opposition practice in Sojuzpatent Ltd.
Dr. Zalesov also provides a contribution to the scientific studies in IP law with the Russian Institute of
the Intellectual Property.

